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Fall of the Soviet Empire
Creates Opportunity

for Paper Money Collectors
By Richard Giedroyc

"Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!"

ABOUT THE SAME TIME AS THESE ELECTRIFYING
words were uttered a set of events were in motion that resulted not
only in the destruction of the wall around Berlin, but the demise of
the entire Soviet empire, including the Soviet Union itself. (The

phrase was almost deleted from the ghost writer's text by political advisors
prior to President Ronald Reagan's memorable speech of 1987.)

The demise of the Soviet Union is something most of us never expected
to see in our own lifetimes, but -- to those of us who are both staunchly anti-
Communist and numismatists as well -- this became a golden opportunity to
get in on the ground floor of the most prolific numismatic situation to develop
in what had been the region of Russia since the time of the Russian Revolution
of 1917 to 1923.

During the Russian Revolution a plethora of emergency and private
issues of paper money appeared as each political group grappled first for its
piece of the pie, then in turn for survival as the dreaded Red Army eventually
vanquished all opposition.

Today enthusiastic collectors seek these many short-lived series, a silent
reminder of that tumultuous time in history. For most of us these are the only
remaining available artifacts. You might ask, "Has history repeated itself twice
in one century?"

During the 1990s the Soviet empire met its demise virtually by trying to
keep up with the United States in military spending, going broke in the
process. Soviet paper money became even more worthless than the toilet
paper to which some of it was later converted.

As the Soviet Union began to deteriorate politically as well as economi-
cally, various of the nations absorbed by the prior czarist Russian government
or by the Soviet Union itself, began to declare their independence. At first the
move came from the outspoken Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
Eventually most of the balance of European Russia and central Asia declared
independent status also. In the wake of this political upheaval, new monetary
systems and the accompanying coins and bank notes soon appeared.

Considering all this happened during the early 1990s, it is still not too
late for paper money collectors to obtain these fascinating new issues of the
diverse nations born from the former Soviet state even now.

It is difficult to pinpoint where the currencies of these new countries
originated, but the unofficial festival coins and scrip notes of Estonia and
Lithuania of the early 1990s are the likely catalyst. Each of these Baltic states
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continued to be belligerent to its soviet masters, quickly establishing its own
independent currency system almost as soon as it saw its way clear to declare
independence.

ESTONIA PAVES THE WAY
Estonia had tested the waters as early as 1974 when a Song and Dance

Festival token coinage was unofficially issued. This token issue was medalic in
appearance, but was clearly marked with a denomination. Similar trade tokens
have been widely issued elsewhere in the world
as a novelty during special occasions, good as a
legal substitute for money in a local area for a
period of time, then later simply becoming a
lasting remembrance. This was not true in
Estonia Soviet Socialist Republic. This issue
was an act of defiance.

In 1990, by which time both Estonia and
Lithuania were only nominally part of the
Soviet Union, this issue was followed by the
21st Song and Dance Festival issues in kroon
denominations.

Following the earlier Estonian example,
Lithuania issued "fair money" scrip in 1989 for
the city of Siauliai in the district of Samogitia.
Perhaps these isolated issues may not sound like
much, but you have to understand this would
be the equivalent of a belligerent state within
the United States issuing its own money while
negotiating for its sovereignty with the federal
government.

One irony of the fledgling Baltic state
currency systems was that the new nations
quickly turned to the Bank of England, request-
ing $160 million in gold deposited there by the
pre-World War II governments of these states
prior to when the Soviet Union overran each of
them in 1940. The embarrassed British
bankers acknowledged the gold had been auc-
tioned off several years earlier since there was
little evidence new governments would ever
arise to reclaim the precious metal. Britain did
assist by giving the necessary backing to ensure
the new currency systems for each of the three
Baltic states would not simply become fiat
money.

This article may appear to focus heavily on Estonia, but understand it
was Estonia that set the economic model all the other former Soviet states
would attempt to follow. When in 1992 the Eesti Pank (Central Bank of
Estonia) issued its first kroon denominated federal currency at an exchange
rate of one kroon equal to 10 Soviet or Russian rubles, economic reforms were
enforced in earnest.

Taxes were raised, government subsidies were cut and the budget was
balanced during 1992. The Gross Domestic Product dropped by 25 percent
that year, but Estonia was on its feet economically when this adjustment period
ended. The central bank enforced market discipline on commercial banks,
merging two major banks and cutting risky lending practices. By the end of
1992, the new nation had a small current account surplus.

Another key element in Estonia's currency success story was that Finland
soon replaced the Commonwealth of Independent States (a trading association
of the now independent former Soviet states) as Estonia's largest trading part-

Kyrgyzstan 1-tyiyn bank note of 1993
depicts a domestic eagle similar to that
living in the United States. Notes are
issued by the Kyrgyz Bank.
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Latvia 1 rublis of 1992 was issued by
the Latvijas Banka. In 1993 the Soviet
ruble system was officially dumped in
favor of the currently used lats denom-
inations.

ner, stimulating real economic growth, while giving Estonia access to hard
currency for its goods. All the other former Soviet states would try to follow
the Estonian model, but few would succeed.

Lithuania actually issued its first official non-Soviet currency earlier than
did Estonia, the Lietuvos Bankas releasing talonas denominated paper money
on par with the Soviet ruble in 1991. A currency reform in June, 1993,
dropped the ruble as a substitute currency entirely, while the talonas was
exchanged at 100 to one for the new litas; the litas currency system still
remaining firmly in place as of this writing.

The third Baltic republic, Latvia, didn't draw as many headlines as did its
neighbors, but it too was able to arrange having its gold reserves honored by
Britain as backing for its rublis denominated bank notes issued in 1992. The
rublis was issued on par with the Russian ruble by the Latvija Banka, central
bank of Latvia.

Latvia too, was anxious to drop the inflation riddled Russian ruble as
soon as possible. On March 1, 1993, a cur-
rency reform was enacted in which 200 rublis
(or 200 rubles) could be exchanged for the
new lat paper currency. Latvia is still using
the lat today.

NEW ISSUES ABOUND
There is no neat order to the chronolo-

gy of events leading to the independent cur-
rency systems and subsequent issues of coins
and bank notes by each of the other former
Soviet states. The Baltic states led the way,
but from there the other new nations began
issuing their own currencies at whatever pace
they found to be politically and economically
expedient.

There were attempts to keep the new
nations within a unified currency system,
even though the political boundaries were
already defined. In late 1991 Russia,
Bylorussia and Ukraine made an attempt to
form a currency union, the forerunner of the
ill-fated Commonwealth of Independent
States currency, a system that exclusively
used Russian ruble bank notes.

Ukraine's President Leonid Kravchuck
denounced the union soon after its existence
was announced. It had been hoped the CIS
would unite 11 of the new nations under a
single currency, but this idea quickly disinte-
grated. Inflation was a problem, but so was

the Russian Bank's failure to print and ship enough paper money to satisfy the
needs of the neighboring states interested in trying to make this currency
union work.

Since Russia was at the center of this currency union, it was the responsi-
bility of its central bank to provide sufficient CIS bank notes to fill the needs of
its constituents. None of the other CIS members were to issue CIS bank notes
Any failure to fill these needs would be viewed as an attempt by Russia to dom-
inate the economies of its fellow members. It likely was on purpose that
Russia failed to supply the needed CIS bank notes to its fellow currency union
members. The other CIS members reacted by taking matters into their own
hands.

During early 1992 Ukraine issued ration coupons to supplement the
Soviet and Russian ruble bank notes in circulation domestically. Moldova (for-
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Lithuania vasaris ration coupons uncut
sheet issued during 1993 before the
new Baltic nation had a stable curren-
cy system. The litas denominated cur-
rency now in use was introduced later
during the year.

mer Moldavia), Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan followed; Kazakhstan issuing
"kuzbass" checks on par with the CIS ruble. Belarus, as Bylorussia was soon
renamed, overprinted Russian notes in local circulation with the word Belarus
in an effort by the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus to control the
amount of Russian currency in use within its borders.

As inflation rose dramatically in many
of the former Soviet states, the desire to hold
the unbacked and inflation-riddled Russian
ruble bank notes declined. This is why
Kravchuck quickly backed out of the CIS on
behalf of Ukraine.

On April 15, 1992, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs of Russia announced one in
10 U.S. bank notes in local circulation was
determined to be counterfeit! Such massive
counterfeiting of such an important hard cur-
rency widely accepted in Russia logically fol-
lowed the demand to hold reliable hard cur-
rencies rather than rubles at the time.

It didn't help Russia's economic situa-
tion since the demand for reliable hard cur-
rency was becoming more critical as inflation
continued to rage out of control. Higher
denomination ruble bank notes were soon
necessary as the purchasing power of low
denominations diminished.

This failure of the Russian central bank
to provide sufficient paper notes to fellow
CIS members may have partially been a
logistical problem, but it was likely also done
on purpose in an effort to exert economic
control over the other member states. If this
is true, the idea backfired. It resulted in
many of these states finally concluding they
had to issue their own currencies rather than
depend on that of Russia for their needs.

BANK OF RUSSIA INTERRUPTS CHANGE
Adding to this problem, on July 26, 1993, the Bank of Russia announced

it was withdrawing all pre-1993 bank notes on short notice. Citizens had only
until August 7th to convert a maximum of 35,000 old rubles, a value of about
$35 U.S. What was worse, President Boris Yeltsin had not been advised of the
move by the bank — on purpose.

Yeltsin rushed back to Moscow from a trip he was on, where he con-
fronted the conspirators in the bank. The currency reform was needed. This
he allowed. Yeltsin, however modified the currency exchange date to be con-
tinued through August 31st, with a maximum of 100,000 old rubles (worth
about $100 U.S.) to be exchanged without any questions asked. Larger
exchanges in cash were allowable, but special procedures and investigations
regarding suggested illegal activities were to follow such questionable larger
transactions.

Russia would once again revalue the ruble in 1998, exchanging the belea-
guered 1993 ruble at a ratio of 1,000 to the new ruble. Unfortunately, the fail-
ure to supply sufficient rubles to other CIS members coupled with the bungled
1993 currency reform by Yeltsin's political enemies drove CIS member states
to issue their own currencies once and for all.

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania were already on their own. The National
Bank of Ukraine issued karbovanets currency on par with the ruble during
1991. The karbovanets was initially planned to merely supplement low avail-
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able supplies of rubles. Due to inflation in both countries, the karbovanets was
replaced on September 2, 1996, at a ratio of 100,000 karbovanets to the hryv-
nia, a currency unit still in use in Ukraine as of this writing.

Other countries followed suit:
• On May 22, 1992 Belarus (former Bylorussia) issued its own rubles

at a ratio of one Belarus ruble to 10 Russian or CIS rubles.
• Georgia issued its kuponi on par with the ruble in April, 1993.
• Kyrgysztan issued som denominated currency, the som equal to 200

rubles, beginning May 10, 1993.
• Kazakhstan issued tenge denominated currency beginning

November 15, 1993.
• The Turkmenistanyn Merkezi Dowlet Banky in Turkmenistan

issued manat bank notes, the manat equal to 500 Russian
rubles, in November, 1993.

• Uzbekistan issued sum coupons the same month, once again initial-
ly planned to supplement the CIS ruble.

• Azerbaijan issued the manat equal to 10 Soviet rubles in late 1992
through the Azerbaycan Milli Banki. The ruble was officially
dumped as a concurrent currency in January 1994.

• The Central of Armenia began issuing its dram currency in
November 1993.

The Georgian Government Bank began with supplemental kuponi on
par with the CIS ruble in April, 1993, but on August 3, 1993, demonetized the
ruble. Inflation followed, resulting in a September, 1995, currency reform in
which 1 million kuponi were exchangeable for one lari, the currency unit still
in use.

Moldova issued supplemental coupon rubles in 1992, but the following
year the Banca Nationala a Moldovei issued coupon lei, one lei equal to 1,000
coupon rubles. On November 29, 1993, the
first official lei bank notes replaced the
coupon lei not as a supplemental issue, but as
an actual independent currency unit printed
as bank notes.

The only state standing with Russia as
a fellow CIS member by then was Tajikistan.
It wouldn't be until May 10, 1995, that the
National Bank of Tajikistan would issue
Tajikistan ruble bank notes, the local ruble
equal to 100 Russian rubles. Since that time
Tajikistan has continued to have inflationary
problems. On November 1, 2000, the bank
issued somoni denominated bank notes at a
ratio of one somoni to 1,000 Tajikistan
rubles due to inflation.

The CIS had utterly failed. The last
vestiges of any economic attempt to keep the
former Soviet empire together as a single
nation in some manner had evaporated.
Only history will tell us at some time into
the future if this break up will be permanent
or if this will be another appanage period for
"Mother Russia" while it waits for some
future Golden Horde to reunite the various
countries by force once again as happened in
the 14th and 15th centuries.

Collectors shouldn't be intimidated by
the unfamiliar names of these newly inde-
pendent states. Some of them actually have
a past numismatic history, while others do

Commonwealth of Independent States
(Bank of Russia) inflationary 10,000
rubles of 1992 was later replaced with
the "new" ruble equal to 1,000 "old"
rubles.
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not. Belams is probably the classic example of a state with no previous her-
itage of political independence or independent numismatic system. Ever since
it became independent Belarus has negotiated to try to voluntarily rejoin
Russia. Since Belarus has a continuing inflationary problem much worse than
that in Russia, Russia views Belanis as an unwanted liability.

There were several unorthodox issues of paper money that appeared late
in Soviet history and during the period of the birth of the new nations.
Significant numbers of Soviet factories began issuing their own scrip good only
at the company stores.

These stores traded goods made at the factory they represented for dif-
ferent goods made available from other company stores. In essence this facto-
ry scrip represented a fairly sophisticated barter system brought about by eco-
nomic necessity.

The first unofficial notes of several of these new nations were simply
coupons printed on newspaper quality paper, to be cut from the sheet to make
change. Coins came later to some of the new nations. Some have yet to issue
their first coin. Some of the factory scrip is still in use due to continuing prob-
lems with local economies.

There have been several break-away republics as well, unrecognized local
governments desiring independence, but lacking the muscle to succeed.
Among these Abkazia, Birobidzhan and the Chechen Republic did not issue
their own currencies, but both Nizhni-Novgorod and Trans-Dniestra issued
bank notes, while Tatarstan issued tokens depicting wheat or oil, for which
these tokens were meant to be exchanged.

Is it over yet? Likely not. The political and economic situations in many
of these new countries is still unstable. This is history in the making, and an
opportunity to collect a piece of history as it happens. The ground floor is in
front of you. All you need to do is to begin to collect what is now or has
recently been issued.
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